
Amber

Reference
BD046/22

Breed
Malinois

Age
11 months old

Adoption fee
£250.00

A little bit about Amber...
Amber is a very sweet girl who came to the centre as unfortunately her previous owner could no
longer keep her. Amber is great dog who is extremely active, highly intelligent and just loves to be
around her family. Amber has had some training and knows some commands but her new family will
need to be prepared to do some further training with her. Amber will need adopters who lead an
active lifestyle otherwise she will become quite bored, she will need a home with a fully enclosed and
secure garden for her to run around in. Amber does have a tendency to jump up which the staff are
working on to try and train her not to do this, she is still very young and she sometimes forgets
herself in all the excitement. Amber is a generally happy dog who just loves life, she is enthusiastic
and playful and loves to live life in the fast lane. This can sometimes get the better of her so we are
trying to teach her to be calm as well. Amber loves to learn new things and her adopters will have so
much fun teaching her new and fun things. Amber would make an amazing agility type dog or a
similar activity. There is a possibility that Amber could live with another dog although at the moment
she can be very boisterous with them so it really would depend on a successful introduction at the
centre. She would not be suitable to live with older or small dogs. She could live with children aged
13 years and over. DUE TO THE HIGH VOLUME OF APPLICATIONS WE ARE RECEIVING, IF YOU HAVE
NOT HEARD BACK FROM FROM US WITHIN 2 WEEKS IT MEANS UNFORTUNATELY YOU HAVE NOT
BEEN SUCCESSFUL THIS TIME FOR THIS DOG. SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS WILL BE INVITED TO THE
CENTRE TO MEET HER.

My personality...
I know how to sit (and lots of other
commands too!)

I can be left alone for short periods



I need an adult only home I’m a bright spark

I may be able to live with another dog I love food and treats


